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A topological combinatory algebra is an applicative structure (0, .) provided 
with a topology on D such that on D the notions of continuous, algebraic and 
representable function all three coincide (see [I] 8 5.1 for terminology). Such 
structures are always infinite (except the trivial one point algebra; we will not 
consider it). 
One way of finding combinatory algebras is to construct a cpo (complete 
partial ordering) D, provided with its Scott topology, such that the set of 
continuous maps [D-+D] with the proper topology is a retract of D. In this way 
one obtains a topological combinatory algebra. 
In $ 1 it will be shown that for an infinite cpo D the set [D-+D] is always 
uncountable. The question arises whether there are countable topological 
combinatory algebras. This would be impossible if there are always uncoun- 
tably many continuous functions on an infinite topological space. This is not 
so: in 5 2 an example is given of a countable space with only the identity and 
the constant functions continuous. The question in the title remains open. 
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$ 1. LEMMA 1. (i) Let (0, I) be an infinite poset. Then D contains an 
infinite chain or an infinite antichain. 
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(ii) Let (0, 5) be an infinite chain. Then D contains an infinite increasing 
or an infinite decreasing chain. 
PROOF. (i) Partition [D12, the two element subsets of D, in Xi = ({x, y} IxCy 
orycx) and&={{x,y)Ix,Y incomparable}. By Ramsey’s theorem [4] IX 3.1 
there is an infinite homogeneous set Da c D. If [Do] 2 G Xi (X2 respectively) 
then Do is a chain (antichain). 
(ii) Let Di = {x0,x,, . . . } CD. Partition [Oil2 in Xi ={ {Xi,Xj}li<j*XilXj} 
and X2 = [Di]2-xx1. Then again by Ramsey’s theorem we find an infinite in- 
creasing or an infinite decreasing chain. 0 
LEMMA 2. Every element in a cpo is below a maximal element. 
PROOF. By the definition of cpo the lemma of Zorn applies to the sets 
{YIX~YI. 0 
DEFINITION. Let (0, I) be a cpo with its Scott topology. XC_D is called a 
subspace if (X, I) is a cpo and on this structure the Scott topology coincides 
with the subspace topology inherited from D. 
EXAMPLE. In (0+2,1)=({0,1,2, . . ..~.a+ l}, I) the subset {xlxfo} is 
not a subspace, but the subset o = { 0, 1,2, . . . } is 
LEMMA 3. Let (0, I) be a cpo. 
(i) If xOlxil... is an increasing chain in D then De = (x0, xl, . . . . Uxi} is a 
subspace. 
(ii) If xozx,l... is a decreasing chain in D, then ( I, . ..x2. x1, x0} is a 
subspace. (I denotes the least element of D). 
(iii) If Di c D is not a subspace, then D contains an infinite increasing 
chain. 
PROOF. (i) The opens of Do are @, Do and the sets 0, = {y~D~Ix,,~y}. 
These belong to the subspace topology: 0, = Do (7 {z ED 1 z %xn _ i > . Moreover, 
if 0 is open in D, then OfWo is open in Do since U has the same meaning in 
Do as in D. 
(ii) Similar. 
(iii) Suppose 0, c D, is Scott open in D, but not of the form OnDi with 
OopeninD. DefineO*={y~DjYxEO,xIy}. ThenO*nD,=O,, henceO* 
is not Scott open in D. But 0* is closed upward in D, so for some directed 
XC D one has UXE 0 * and xfl0 * = @. Then no element of X is the supre- 
mum of X. Hence for every x~X there is a y~x incomparable with x. Since 
X is directed it follows that for each x~X there is an X’EX with x<x’, i.e. 
XCD contains an infinite increasing chain. If 0 is Scott open in D but Of7Di 
not in D,, then the reasoning is easier. 0 
THEOREM 1. If D is an infinite cpo, then [D+D] is uncountable. 
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PROOF. Case 1. For some xc&the set xl = (x~Dly5x) is infinite. Then by 
lemma 1 there is below x either (i) an infinite increasing chain or (ii) an infinite 
decreasing chain or (iii) an infinite antichain. 
Case l(i). Then D contains the subspace D’= {xolxl I . ..I Uxi} which is 
an algebraic lattice. Therefore the uncountably many monotonic maps D’+D’ 
are all continuous. Since algebraic lattices are continuous, D’ is an injective 
topological space, i.e. the continuous maps can be extended continuously to 
D-D’, see [2] II, 3.5. It follows that [D+D] is uncountable. 
Case l(ii). Then D contains the subspace D’= { I I . . . sxi IX,,} and we 
proceed as in case l(i). 
Case l(iii). Then D contains the infinite Chinese lantern 
This is an algebraic lattice with uncountably many monotonic maps. If the 
lantern is a subspace, then we are done. If not, then by lemma 3(iii) we are back 
to case l(i). 
Case 2. For every XED the set xl is finite. Then by lemma 2 the set M of 
maximal elements is infinite. For A GM define 
f(x)= I if x@M 
=mo if XEA 
=ml if XEM-A 
where mo, ml EM are distinct. Then f is continuous. Again [D-D] is uncoun- 
table. 0 
8 2. A COUNTABLE SPACE WITH ONLY COUNTABLY MANY CONTINUOUS SELF-MAPS 
In this section we shall produce an example of a countable space with only 
the identity and the constant functions continuous. Let us call two topological 
spaces X and Y orthogonal provided that for every open subset U of X, every 
continuous function f: U+ Y is constant, and vita versa. The main ingredient 
in the construction of our example is that spaces such as described in the 
following theorem exist: we shall postpone the proof until the end of this 
section. 
THEOREM 2. There is a sequence of countable spaces E,,, n E N, with the 
following properties: 
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(i) each Z, is compact, connected, locally connected, T, and anti- 
Hausdorff *, 
(ii) the sequence (Z,, : n E N > is pairwise orthogonal. 
We shall now construct our example from the spaces described in Theorem 
2. Let {A,: n E N} be a partition of N into countably many infinite sets. By 
induction on n E trJ, we shall construct a compact, connected, locally connected, 
countable T,-space X, such that: 
(1) X,-r is a closed subspace of X,, 
(2) if i< n, f: X,-+X, is continuous such that f(X)~ Xi for certain XE Xi, then 
f is constant, 
(3) if i<n, f: X,-+X,, is continuous andf(X,) c Xi then eitherf tXi is constant 
or f tXi is the identity on Xi, 
(4) if k>n, PEA, and UCZ, is open then every continuous function 
f: U-X, is constant, 
(5) if k>n, peAI, and UC X, is connected and open then every continuous 
function f: U-Z, is constant. 
Let X, =ZP for certain PEA,. By Theorem 2 we find that (4), and (5), are 
satisfied. 
Suppose that we constructed the spaces Xi for 1 cisn satisfying (l), 
through (5), . We shall construct X,, , . 
Let (Xi: i E N} enumerate X,, and let {pi: iE IN} enumerate A,, , . For 
convenience, assume that the spaces ZP, PEA,,, ,, are pairwise disjoint and 
that in addition they do not intersect X,,. The underlying set of X,,, is 
he re M is a point not in X,UU,,, .Zp,. 
We shall define the topology on X,,, , in terms of basic neighborhoods. A 
basic neighborhood of a point XE&, i E N, in X,, , is a neighborhood of x 
in ZP,. A basic neighborhood of the point xi E X, has the form 
(UUlJ{zp,:XjE U}) \F, 
* This means that every two nonempty open sets intersect. 
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where U c X,, is a neighborhood of xi in X, and Fc ZP, is an arbitrary finite 
set. A basic neighborhood of 03 has the form 
{““}U( u -qJ,\F)~ itih 
where Fc_ U,,, ZP, is an arbitrary finite set. 
It is clear that X,, , is a countable, connected and locally connected, 
compact Ti-space and that X, is a closed subspace of X,,, , . We shall prove 
that Xn+, satisfies (2),+, through (5),1 + , . 
LEMMA 4. (2),+, holds. 
PROOF. Take i<n + 1 and a continuous function f:Xi+Xn+, such that 
f(x) $ Xi for certain x E Xi. If f(Xi) c X,, then f is constant by (2), . We there- 
fore assume, without loss of generality, that f(x) E X,, + , \ X,. 
Case 1. %? E Xi such that f(Z) E ZP, for certain j E N. 
Let a =f(g) and put V= {y E Xi: f(~) = a}. Then V is closed (since X,, i is 
T,) and nonempty (since x? E V). We will show that I’ is open. Take y E V arbi- 
trarily. Since .ZP, is open in X, + t , there is a connected open neighborhood U 
of y in X, such that f(U) cZP. By ($ we find that f(U) is a single point, so 
f(U) = {a} since f(y) = a. Consequently, U c V and we conclude that V is open. 
By connectivity of Xi we find that V=X;, i.e. fis constant. 
Case 2. f(Xj)nUJFN Zp,=@. 
Then f(x) = 00. If f(Xi)nX, #@ then by connectivity of f(X;) we find 
f(xi)nU,Fhd zp,+@* which is not the case. Consequently, f(X,)nX, = @, 
whence f(X,) = { 00). 0 
LEMMA 5. (3),+, holds. 
PROOF. Take isn and a continuous f:X,,+t+Xn+, such that f(Xi)rXi. 
Suppose first that there is an XE X,, such that f(x)@ X,,. By (2),+, (lemma 4) 
we conclude thatffX, is constant. Sincef(x)$X,, X,r X, andf(Xi)cXi, this 
is a contradiction. Therefore, f(X,) c X,,. Let g=f 1X,. If i<n then by (3),, 
g t X; = f t Xi is constant or g f Xi = f 1X; is the identity on Xi. We may therefore 
assume that i = n. Suppose that for certain xi E X,, we have f(x,) #xi. We shall 
prove that f rX, is constant. Since 
E=(X,\ {xiJ)UU{&,:jfil 
is a neighborhood off (xi) in X, + i, there is a neighborhood F of xi such that 
f(F) c E. The neighborhood F contains .ZP,\ G for certain finite set G c E,,, . 
Define n:X,,UuIE, Ep,+Xn by 
n 1X,, is the identity on X,,, 
71(-q,) = {Xi}. 
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Then II is clearly continuous. Then rrJ-(C, \ G) c X,, , so n&J& \ G) is a single 
point by (4),. Let f(Xi) =Xj. It now easily follows that f(Z,, \ G) 5 {Xi} UZp,. 
Since .ZP, is anti-Hausdorff, Zb,\ G is connected and an application of 
Theorem 2 and the fact that xi is in the closure of ZP,\ G now yield that 
f@p, \ ‘3 = ixj > * 
Since ZP, \ G is dense in ZP, U { 03)) it also follows that f(a) =Xj. There is a 
neighborhood H of 03 such that f(H) c E. Fix k #j. Then H contains ZP, \ A, 
. . . for certain finite A c ZP,. Argueing as above yields that 
f(~pk\A)={xj)- 
Since .EP, \ A is dense in ZP, U {xk} it also follows that f(xk) = Xi. We conclude 
that f(xk) =Xj for every k#j. By connectivity of X,, it follows that Xj is in the 
closure of X, \ {Xi}. From this we conclude that f(Xj) =Xj, .i.e. f 1X, is 
constant. q 
LEMMA 6. (4),+, holds. 
PROOF. Let k> n + 1 and p E Ak. In addition, let U c Z,, be nonempty and 
open and let f : U-X,, r be continuous. Suppose first that for some XE U we 
have f(x) E U iehJ ZP,. Then there are a nonempty open VC U and an i E N 
such that f(V) c Zpi. By Theorem 2, f(V) is a single point. Since U is anti- 
Hausdorff, V is dense in U, whencef(U) is a single point. We may therefore 
assume that f(U)n UieN .ZP, = @. Now, by connectivity of f(U), either 
f(U) c_ X, or f(U) = {CO}. If f(U) c X, then f is constant by (4),. In addition, 
if f(u) = {CO} then f is trivially constant. 0 
LEMMA 7. (5),+1 holds. 
PROOF. Let k> n + 1 and p EAT. In addition, let U c X,, + r be connected and 
open and let f : U-.Zp be continuous. Take XE U arbitrarily and put a =f (x). 
Let V= {YE U: f(y) = a}. Then r! is a closed subset of U since ZP is Tr . We 
will show that V is open from which follows that I’= U since U is connected. 
Take y E V arbitrarily. 
Case 1. y=o3. 
Since U is open, there is a finite set FG X,, r such that 
E={m}lJUi,, &\FK U. 
Fix iE NJ. By Theorem 2, f (ZPi\ F) is single point. Since 03 is in the closure of 
ZP, \ F we have f (ZP, \ F) = {a}. We conclude that E G V. 
Case 2. y E&, for certain iE N. 
Let E c &, be a neighborhood of y such that E c U. By Theorem 2, f tE is 
constant, whence f(E) = {a}, i.e. E c V. 
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Case 3. YEX,, say y=Xi* 
There is a connected neighborhood W of xi in X, and a finite FG X,, + , such 
that 
E=(WUU{ZP,:xi~ W})\FcU. 
Since W is connected, by (5), we find that f t W is constant, whence 
f(W)= {a>. Argueing as in Case 1 now yields that f(E) = {a), i.e. Ec V. 0 
This completes the construction of the spaces X,, n E N. Let X= UneN X,, 
and define a topology r on X by 
U~reUflX, is open in X,, for each n~tH. 
It is clear that r is indeed a topology. Observe that VG X is closed if and only 
if VnX, is closed in X,, for each n E N. Since X, is closed in X,,, i, this 
implies that each X, is closed in X. Also, r tX, is the original topology on X,, . 
Observe that X is T,. 
The space X is in fact the direct limit of the spaces X,,, with inclusions as 
bonding maps. In the framework of direct limits the following lemma is well- 
known: the simple proof will be included for completeness sake. 
LEMMA 8. If Kc X is compact then KG X, for certain n E N. 
PROOF. Let E={n~ttd:Kfl(X,\X,~,)#@} and for each nEEpick a point 
x,, E Kfl(X, \ X,- t). Let F= {x, : n E E}. Let H be an arbitrary subset of F. 
Then Htl X, is finite for every n E N, so Zf is closed in X. We conclude that 
F is discrete, i.e. every subset of F is closed, or equivalently, open. Since K is 
compact, so is F. Consequently, F is finite, whence E is finite. 0 
THEOREM 3. If f :X+X is continuous then either f is constant or f is the 
identity on X. 
PROOF. We distinguish two cases. 
Case 1. (5% E tN)cf tX, :X,+X is constant). 
Let f(X,J = {a}. Choose m> n such that as X,. Suppose that there is an 
II m such that f(y) $ X, for certain y E X,. By lemma 8 there is k > 1 such that 
f(X,) c X,. By induction hypothesis (2)k it follows that f 1X, is constant, so 
f(X,) = {b} for certain b $ X,. Since X,, c X, and f(X,) = {a} G X, c X,, this is 
a contradiction. We therefore conclude f (x,) G X, for every lr m. Consider 
m + 1. We have f (X,+ i) G X,, , and f(X,J G X,. By induction hypothesis 
(3) m+l we conclude that either f tX,,, is constant or f 1X, is the identity on 
X,,,. Since f IX,, is constant on X, and X,, C_ X, this implies that f IX,,, is 
constant. Continuation of this process yields that f TX, is constant for every 
12m, i.e. f is constant. 
Case 2. (bs?E N)dftX,:X,-+X is not constant). 
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Suppose that for certain n E N and XE X,. We have f(x) $ X,, . By Lemma 8 
there is m > n such that f(X,J c X,,,. By induction hypothesis (2), we conclude 
that f tX, is constant, contradiction. Consequently, f(X,) C X, for every 
n E N. Applying induction hypothesis (3), for every n E N and using the fact 
that f tX, is not constant, we conclude that f tX, is the identity on X,, for 
every n E N, i.e. f is the identity on X. q 
It remains to construct the spaces Z,,, n E N, of Theorem 2. This turns out 
to be surprisingly complicated. 
Let p c P(N) be a free ultrafilter. /1, is the space with underlying set N and 
topology pU {@}, i.e. U c N is open in /1, if and only if UE~U {qb}. The 
following lemma is left as an exercise to the reader. 
LEMMA 9. Let p G P(N) be a free ultrafilter. Then 
(1) /1, is T, and anti-Hausdorff, 
(2) if 1/c/1, then the following statements are equivalent: 
(a) V is connected and (01 > 1, 
(b) V is open and I’#@, 
Cc) VEP, 
(3) if Vc /I, is open and nonempty then /1, \ V is relatively discrete, i.e. every 
point of /1, \ I/ is open in the inherited subspace topology on /1, \ V. 
Let /IN be the set of all ultrafilters on IN. If p,qej3N define 
(This is the Rudin-Keisler (pre)order on /IN). 
The following non-trivial result is due to Kunen [3]. 
THEOREM 4. There is an uncountable set A c_ j?N such that for all distinct 
p,qEA we have p$q and qsp. 
Let A be as in Theorem 4. 
LEMMA 10. If p, q E A are distinct then /1, then /1, are orthogonal. 
PROOF. Let U G A, be open and nonempty and let f: U+A, be continuous. 
Take Vep. If If(UU V)l = 1 then If(U)1 = 1 since Utl V/s dense in CJ and /i, 
is T,, lemma 9(l). We can therefore assume that If(Un V)j > 1 for every 




Take Vcp arbitrarily. Then f (Un V) c g(V). Since f (Un V) is non-degenerate 
and connected, lemma 9(l), it follows that f(Ufl V) E q, lemma 9(2), from 
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which follows that g(V) E q. From this we find that {g(V): VEP} c q and this 
easily implies that 
q={Bc_[N:(~VEp)(g(V)~B)}, 
i.e. qsp, a contradiction. q 
Now let 00~ a point not in A,, for certain p EA. Let Zp =A,U { ap} and 
define a topology on .Zp as follows: every open subset of A, is open Zp and a 
basic neighborhood of 00~ has the form 
where F c A, is finite. 
It is clear that Zp is a compact T,-space and that for the proof of Theorem 
2 it suffices to verify the following 
LEMMA 11. If p,q~A are distinct then .Zp and Z4 are orthogonal. 
PROOF. Let UC .Zp be open and nonempty and let f: U+& be continuous. 
Put U’= 1/n/1,. If f(U) = { aq) then f(U) = { 00~) since U‘ is dense in U and 
,X4 is T, . Therefore, assume that f(U’) # { 03~1, say f(x)# mg for the point 
x E U’. By continuity there is a neighborhood V of x in .Zp such that ~~ $f( V). 
We may assume that VC,~,,,. By lemma 10, j-1 Vis constant. Since Z,, is anti- 
Hausdorff, V is dense in .ZD. Consequently, f is constant. 
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